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Welcome to TV
and b
 roadband from
Canal Digital
The apartment is equipped with TV and broadband Internet access from Canal Digital Kabel, including set top box,
subscription card, a broadband modem or fiber terminal. The
equipment belongs to the apartment/Canal Digital, and must
be turned over to the new owner should the apartment change
hands.

Prior to re-opening or start using the TVand broadband services:
We kindly ask you to contact our customer service and enable
us to register correct information regaring your customer
relation.
1. Prior to contacting our customer service, please have the
following i nformation at hand:
» Previous owner’s name
» Appartment number
» Subscription card number (found on the card in the set
top box)
» Serial number on modem or fiber terminal
2. Call our customer service 06090 or log on to canaldigital.no
and use the chat found there.
3. As soon as you have been registred you are assigned a
customer number, which you use to register on kabel.
canaldigital.no/minside. Here you can select 15 optional
channels and activate TIDAL music services.
Read more on the reverse about the entertainment you can
enjoy through the Canal Digital KOMPLETT package.
Best wishes,
Canal Digital Kabel

FØRSTE
FILM
KOSTNADS
FRITT

Canal Digital gives you the complete TV and broadband home – today and in the future
FLEXIBLE BASIC PACKAGE
With Canal Digital you can tailor your own Basic Package, which is
made up of a fixed part with many of the Norwegian and international channels, and an optional part, where you can select 15
channels according to your own interests.
TIDAL
Music service TIDALis included and gives access to millions of songs
on your pc or mac — without any extra charge. WiMP contains hundreds
of thousands of albums from the music history — new as well as old —
completely free from ads. Here you will find music for any occasion.

MOVIE RENTALS DIRECTLY ON THE BOX
With our movie rental service you can watch movies at any time.
You can browse a library of several thousand movies, included new
arrivals and blockbusters in HD every week.
BROADBAND SERVICES
As a part of KOMPLETT all appartments are provided a broadband
access. Bandwidth is determined through the agreement made by
the board. Should you require a higher bandwidth you can easily
and individually u
 pgrade it on kabel.canaldigital.no
Optional IP telephony is also provided at a low monthly fee.

FIXED PART

OPTIONAL PART – SELECT 15

T-WE BOX
Gives access to T-We, movie rentals and TIDAL, in addition
to recording and time-shift functions in live programmes.

T-WE BOX MINI
Simple and user friendly box with great image and sound quality.
Gives access to movie rentals and TIDAL. T-We ready.

REGULAR PRICE

3490,–

REGULAR PRICE

1690,–

KOMPLETT PRICE

1990,–

KOMPLETT PRICE

990,–

SHIPPING

129,–

SHIPPING

129,–

A new way to watch TV
T-We is a new TV platform which gives
you a completely new generation of TV
services. A T-We Plus subscription lets
you watch what you like, when you want,
regardless of the TV schedule. T-We Plus
costs 79 NOK per month, but is included
if you have broadband products Bredbånd 30 and higher from Canal Digital.

START OVER
Start a programme over if you
get home after it has started.

WEEKLY ARCHIVE
Easily find the programme you
missed a whole week afterwards.

TV-ARCHIVE
Exciting archive with popular series,
movies and programmes.

TV ON TABLET*
Watch your favourite series or recordings on
your tablet wherever you want in your home.

Contact information
If you visit kabel.canaldigital.no you will find the latest news regarding our products.
You will also find chat and contact form for further support. If you cannot find what
you are looking for, feel free to contact customer service on phone 06090 every day
between 08.00 and 23.00.

For more information about the discounts
you have available through KOMPLETT please
visit kabel.canaldigital.no/komplettfordeler

THE PROGRAM PACKAGE REFLECTS AVAILABLE CHANNELS PER FEBRUARY 2016. CHANGES MAY OCCUR.. * REQUIRES T-WE BOX

EXTRA SET TOP BOXES

